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Modeling loal repeats on genomi sequenesJaques Niolas∗ † , Christine Rousseau † , Anne Siegel †, Pierre Peterlongo † , François Coste † , Patrik Durand ‡, Sébastien Tempel § , Anne-Sophie Valin ¶ , Frédéri Mahé ‖Thème BIO  Systèmes biologiquesÉquipes-Projets SymbioseRapport de reherhe n° 6802  Déembre 2008  40 pagesAbstrat: This paper deals with the speiation and searh of repeats ofbiologial interest, i.e. repeats that may have a role in genomi strutures orfuntions. Although some partiular repeats suh as tandem repeats have beenwell formalized, models developed so far remain of limited expressivity with re-spet to known forms of repeats in biologial sequenes. This paper introduesnew general and realisti onepts haraterizing potentially useful repeats ina sequene: Loality and several renements around the Maximality onept.Loality is related to the distribution of ourrenes of repeated elements andharaterizes the way ourrenes are lustered in this distribution. The assoi-ated notion of neighborhood allows to indiretly exhibit words with a distributionof ourrenes that is orrelated to a given distribution. Maximality is related tothe ontextual delimitation of the repeated units. We have extended the usualnotion of maximality, working on the inlusion relation between repeats andtaking into aount larger ontexts. Mainly, we introdued a new repeat on-ept, largest maximal repeats, looking for the existene of a subset of maximalourrenes of a repeated word instead of a global maximization.We propose algorithms heking for loal and rened maximal repeats usingat the oneptual level a sux tree data struture. Experiments on natural andartiial data further illustrate various aspets of this new setting. All programsare available on the genouest platform, at http://genouest.org/modulome.Key-words: loal repeats, largest maximal repeats, repeats, genomes, bioin-formatis
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Modélisation de répétitions loales dans lesséquenes génomiquesRésumé : Cet artile étudie la modélisation et la reherhe de répétitions par-tiulières ayant un intérêt biologique, 'est à dire pouvant jouer un rle dansles strutures ou les fontions génomiques. Même si, à l'image des répétitionsen tandem, ertains types de répétitions ont déjà été bien formalisées, les mo-dèles développés jusqu'alors sourent d'une expressivité limitées par rapportaux formes onnues des répétitions ayant un sens biologique.Ce papier introduit de nouveaux onepts génériques et réalistes qui a-ratérisent des répétitions d'intérêt dans les séquenes: la loalité et plusieursranements autour de la notion de la maximalité. La loalité est liée à la dis-tribution des ourrenes des éléments répétés et aratérise la façon dont lesourrenes sont groupées dans ette distribution. En outre, la notion assoiéede voisinage permet d'exhiber des orrélations entre distributions d'ourreneset ainsi de mettre à jour d'autres répétitions. La notion de Maximalité estliée à la délimitation des unités répétées. Nous avons étendu la notion om-munément admise de maximalité, par une approhe basée sur l'inlusion entrerépétitions et en onsidérant des ontextes plus large qu'un unique aratère.En partiulier, nous avons proposé un nouveau onept de répétitions, appeléesplus grandes répétitions maximales, qui herhe à vérier l'existene d'un sousensemble d'ourrenes maximales d'une répétition plutt que de s'appuyer surla reherhe d'une maximisation globale.Pour tous les nouveaux onepts introduits, nous proposons des algorithmesde détetion dans les séquenes basés au niveau oneptuel sur l'arbre des suf-xes. Des résultats expérimentaux sur des données réelles et simulées illustrentl'intérêt de notre approhe. Tous les programmes sont disponibles sur la plate-forme genouest http://genouest.org/modulome.Mots-lés : répétitions loales, plus grandes répétitions maximales, répéti-tions, génomes, bioinformatique
Modeling loal repeats on genomi sequenes 31 IntrodutionA wide number of studies has revealed that genome sequenes ontain repeatedsub-sequenes playing major roles in the struture, the funtion, the dynamisand the evolution of genomes [18, 22, 11℄.There exists a large literature overing the problem of nding repeats whihan be mainly divided into three ategories depending on the type of targetedrepeats: exat repeats, repeats with errors and strutured repeats.Exat repeats have been extensively studied, leading to various onepts suhas longest repeats [10, 16℄, maximal repeats [8, 12, 13, 23℄ and super-maximalrepeats [8, 1℄. The onept of maximal repeat is quite attrative and simplyfouses on sequenes present in at least two largest ommon bloks, withoutpossible left or right extension, and without any biologial a priori.A seond ategory of algorithms introdues an error model in the speia-tion of repeated units, suh as longest repeats with a blok of don't ares [6℄,maximal pairs with bounded gap [5, 14℄, tandem repeats [25, 26, 4℄ and repeatswith edit distane [15℄. These kinds of algorithms are more adapted to analyzethe many repeats ontained in genome sequenes that usually ontain opieswith multiple variations.Finally, the third kind of approah targets the searh of strutured motifs thatonsist of an ordered olletion of p > 1 parts separated from one another byonstrained spaers [17, 9, 19, 20℄. These algorithms are of partiular interestin studying gene expression and gene regulation.Our onern in this paper deals with the speiation and searh of repeatsof biologial interest, i.e. repeats that may have a role in genomi strutures orfuntions. This problem is already addressed by algorithms from the two lastategories. Algorithms allowing the treatment of errors an be used to loategenes n-pliation (n > 1), and various types of tandem repeats whih are,among others, onstituents of entromeres and telomeres. Algorithms lookingfor strutured repeats have been proposed to takle the diult problem ofloating the set of short motifs onstituting the regulatory fators involved ingene transription.However, all models developed so far remain of limited expressivity with re-spet to known forms of repeats in biologial sequenes. Transposable elementsfor instane exhibit omplex opying patterns that are only partially understoodso far. Further studies are needed to develop more realisti formal settings, whilepreserving the generality of the onepts. This paper is a ontribution towardsthis goal. We introdue some new variations on repeats that apture impor-tant harateristis of observed repeats in the ontext of moleular biology. Weexamine the problem of dening and mathing repeats appearing at partiularpositions or in partiular ontexts.The searh for repeats is always based on the detetion of elementary unitswith several opies ourring in the studied sequene. Maximal repeats1 havelargely been used for this purpose throughout the literature sine they anrepresent all other repeats and have a strong mathematial struture. Maximalrepeats ontain longest repeats and have a well dened struture of inlusion,their number is linear (at most n exat maximal repeats in a sequene of size1A maximal repeat in a string S is a substring w suh that there are two substrings awcand bwd of $S$ suh that a 6= b and c 6= d ($ is a speial harater that does not appear in
S).RR n° 6802
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n), they an be omputed in linear time using a sux-tree based algorithm, andthey an be used as basi bloks to ompute error-prone repeats.However, they suer from important drawbaks with respet to real repeats.First of all, it is hard in pratie to distinguish maximal repeats from bak-ground noise. Pointing at large repeated words leads generally to meaningfulunits beause the probability that they appear by hane is very low. In on-trast, short words suh as those that appear in gene regulation an our ata frequeny that is omparable to the frequeny of random words of similarsize. Maximality is a global onept that is dened with respet to all o-urrenes of a word. What makes short opies relevant has generally a loalnature. This explain why a large part of this work is dediated to the simplebut powerful onept of loality of repeats. The lustering of ourrenes inompat strutures in the neighborhood of an initial position is desribed itselfusing a partiular onstraint of loality. We thus introdue a omplementarynotion, neighbor repeats, that is neessary to take into aount the presene ofelements indiretly loal beause they are in the viinity of loal unitssomeof those being eventually degenerated and non observable. Moreover, repeatedunits have loally an inlusion struture and it is generally the largest onesthat are of interest. Within this idea, we have introdued a formal notion oflargest maximal repeat that is a restrition of maximal repeats to those whoseat least one of the ourrene is not overed by a bigger repeat. Furthermoreit is worth to notie that no level of noise or variation is allowed between twoopies. In pratial ases, most of opies share a very similar sequene but arenot fully idential. To takle this problem, we extended the notion of ontextof the maximal repeats, usually limited to one single nuleotide. It permits totake into aount small variations like SNP (Single Nuleotide Polymorphism).Another way to look at miro-variations on a set of ourrenes is to observethe existene of a set of overlapping maximal repeats. A notion of unit reetsthis struture. A repeated unit may either be a single word or be made of anoverlapping assembly of more elementary units.In addition to modeling these new onepts about repeats and their loalityin genomi sequenes, we propose methods and provide algorithms and theirproof for their identiation in a sequene S.The paper is organized as follows: the next setion provides a formalization ofthe algorithmi framework. Setion 3 details one by one new onepts, presentstheir identiation algorithm and provides results on artiial and biologialsequenes. Before onluding, Setion 4 briey disusses the hoies that havebeen made in this study, emphasizing a more general researh trak on exibility.The paper oers supplementary material at the end for detailed algorithmi ormathematial aspets.2 ApproahWe propose in this work several renements around the onept of repeats insequenes and about their loality. For eah onept, an algorithm is providedfor their detetion in genomi sequenes. It is worth notiing that tools wereatually developed; both for validating models on real genomi sequenes andfor making our approah available to the ommunity. Please refer to the website http://genouest.org/modulome for downloading odes. INRIA
Modeling loal repeats on genomi sequenes 5We use the sux tree data struture to desribe the searh for partiularrepeats. We reall that a (ompat) sux tree for a sequene S is a tree whoseedges are labeled with non empty words; all internal nodes have at least twohildren and eah sux of S orresponds to exatly one path from the tree'sroot to a leaf. Eah node may be assoiated with the word made of letters readon the path from the root to this node. Construting suh a tree for S an beahieved in time and spae linear in the length of S (see [7℄ for a review).We introdue a basi generi proedure omputing an attribute on eah nodeof this struture. This proedure, presented in Algorithm 1 (in the supplemen-tary material), is alled Attributes. It is a simple depth rst reursive visitof the tree, omputing on eah node a value synthesizing the values of its hil-dren. It is linear in time and spae with respet to the size of the analyzedsequene. People familiar with the omputation of maximal repeats will ndits desription within this framework after proposition 3 in setion 3.4. Theproedure Attributes allows giving a more abstrat presentation of algorithmswhile ensuring the linear basi omplexity. Although suh a proedure doesnot introdue a fundamentally new algorithmi sheme, it requires some nontrivial hoies in its desription and it seems to be the rst time that suh anexpliit formal desription is provided for a systemati sux tree data strutureexploiting. This may help desribing and extending the myriad virtues of thisdata struture [3℄ with ompat and preise odes.Of ourse, the tree an be onsidered only at the logial level and enhanedsux arrays used instead [2℄ in pratial implementations. However, its usagebeing more intuitive, we prefer using sux tree for didati purpose.Our algorithms are all based on Attributes funtion alls, using eah timespei proedures on nodes of the tree.In order to illustrate the interest of newly introdued onepts, experimentswere onduted on several genomes. Sequene data were made of ompletegenomes of Arhaea and Bateria with a size in the range [2.4Mb, 3.5Mb] andof random sequenes resulting from shued versions of these genomes. Shuingwas ahieved via the shueseq funtion of the Emboss 4.0 pakage [24℄.3 Enhaning repeats oneptsIn this setion we introdue one by one the new onepts we propose. TheLoality notion, appliable to any kind of repeat seen later, is rst exposed(Setion 3.1). Then we explore various maximal repeats renements in Se-tions 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. In eah setion we provide rst the ontext and theformalization, and seond, we propose some experimental results.3.1 Loal repeatsThe rst property to be introdued in this paper onerns the distribution ofourrenes of repeats. Loality is a simple restrition on repeats introduing abounded size on the range of their ourrenes. This range is formalized usinga notion of sope.The sope of a repeat gives aess to the size of the regions where the repeatours in the sequenes. Typially, it will get a low value for lustered repeats.Let us start with a very simple denition.RR n° 6802
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Figure 1: Loality of repeats and notion of sope.Denition 1 ( sope ) The sope of a set of ourrenes of words in a sequeneis the dierene between the last and the rst ourrenes positions.The sope is a simple index related to the randomness of a distribution: anarrow distribution is typial of partiularly interesting words. At rst estimate,one ould dene the sope of a word in a sequene as the sope of its set ofourrenes. Biologial sequenes exhibit in fat a more rened notion of loalitysine a same repeat may be found in dierent lusterssee for instane theCRISPR struture in [21℄. If the distribution of a word is multimodal and iftwo lusters are far away, then its sope may be artiially large. This is whywe introdue a parameter, the number of modes denoted by µ, that limits themaximum number of allowed lusters orresponding to a same repeat: allowing
µ modes expresses the fat that ourrenes may be lustered in 1 to µ groups.Then, we dene the loality of a repeated word as the average sope of allgroups.Denition 2 ( µ-loality ) Let µ ∈ N+ and w be a repeat with ourrenespositions pos. Given an integer µ, a µ-partition is a partition P = {P1, . . . , P|P |}of pos that ontains at most µ bloks (mutually exlusive subsets), eah one withat least two elements. For eah blok Pi, we dene min Pi (resp. maxPi) as thesmallest (resp. biggest) ourrene position ontained in Pi.We denote by scope(P ) the sum of sopes of all lusters of repeats, scope(P ) =
∑|P |
i=1(maxPi −min Pi), and we denote by P ∗ the minimal µ-partition with re-spet to sope, then with respet to size. The µ-loality of the repeat is denedas the mean value of the sopes of lusters in this optimal partition:
µ_locality(w) = scope(P ∗)
|P ∗|
.Bloks of a partition represent lusters of repeats with an assoiated sopeeah blok has at least two ourrenes in order to avoid onsidering loallyisolated elements with null sope. The loality is alulated for an optimalpartition from the point of view of the set of positions of all lusters. The 1-loality is just the sope, that is, the maximal dierene between positions ofourrenes.Example 1 Let S = GCGATATAGAG. The sope of G is 10, the sope of
A is 6, the sope of ATA, T or TA is 2 (see gure 1). The 2-loality of Gis (2 + 2)/2 = 2, orresponding to the partition {{1, 3}, {9, 11}} of its set ofourrenes.Inreasing the number of modes µ never inreases the value of the µ-loalitysine it is omputed using a minimum over all partitions into 1 to µ subsets.INRIA
Modeling loal repeats on genomi sequenes 7It has a notieable eet on the sum of sopes only if learly separated regionsof ourrenes exist. In pratial appliations, the user an x the maximumnumber of modes by looking at the stabilization of this sum. In fat, if thenumber of modes is suiently large, the value of the loality onverges to themean interval between two ourrenes and reets the way ourrenes aregrouped together. We thus dene the asymptoti loality or simply loality of arepeat as its µ-loality when µ tends towards its maximal value (the number ofourrenes divided by two, sine eah blok ontains at least two elements).Algorithm for omputing the loality of a repeatEnumerating all possible partitions of ourrenes in order to get the µ-loalityrenders its omputation unfeasible in most pratial ases. We have establisheda nie property that allows to drastially redue the set of interesting parti-tions and results in a quadrati algorithm, applying a dynami programmingapproah.Proposition 1 Let µ ∈ N and w be a repeat with n ourrenes in a sequenewhose positions are stored in pos[1..n] (n ≥ 2). The µ_loality of w is equal to
µ_locality(w) = pos[n]− pos[1]− opt(µ, n)
|P |
,where there exists a partition {P1, · · ·P|P |} of pos[1..n], |P | ≤ µ suh that: eah blok Pi orresponds to an interval on pos[1..n] ontaining at leasttwo positions, ai and bi: ai = min Pi < bi = maxPi < ai+1; the extremes of bloks satisfy the relation ∑|P |−1i=1 (ai+1 − bi) = opt(µ, n); the funtion opt satises the following reurrent formulae:
opt(1, j) = opt(k, 2) = opt(k, 3) = 0
opt(k + 1, j + 2) = max
{
opt(k + 1, j + 1),
opt(k, j) + pos[j + 1]− pos[j]
(k ≥ 1, j ≥ 2). (1)Proof 1 of proposition 1:We rst need to prove that the µ-loality of a repeat is obtained for a partitionof its ourrenes in at most µ lusters of onseutive ourrenes that eahontains at least two elements. Consider a partition of the set of ourrenes
{P1, · · ·P|P |} with |P | ≤ µ. The sope of eah blok is denoted by scope(Pi) =
maxPi −min Pi.The partition is ordered so that min Pi < min Pi+1 for every i ≤ |P |. Sup-pose now that there exists an index i suh that maxPi > min Pi+1.We show that swapping these two elements leads to a better partition.Let P ′i = Pi ∪ {min Pi+1} \ {maxPi} and P ′i+1 = Pi+1 ∪ {maxPi} \ {minPi+1}.Then max P ′i = max{(Pi \ {maxPi}), min Pi+1} < max Pi and min P ′i =
min{(Pi \ {maxPi}), min Pi+1} ≥ min Pi+1 ≥ min Pi.Similarly, min P ′i+1 > min Pi+1 and max P ′i+1 ≤ max Pi+1. Hene scope(P ′i ) <RR n° 6802
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scope(Pi), scope(P ′i+1) < scope(Pi+1) and (P1, . . . , Pi, Pi+1 . . . P|P |) is not anoptimal partition for the sum of sopes.We dedue that the smallest sope is reahed for partitions that satisfy therelation maxPi < min Pi+1, that is, partitions I of pos[1..n] into |P | intervals
{[a1, b1]∩I, · · · , [a|P |, b|P |]∩I} where ai and bi are elements of pos[1..n] suh that
ai < bi < ai+1. In partiular, a1 = min I = pos[1] and b|P | = max I = pos[n].The µ-loality is (∑|P |i=1(bi−ai))/|P | = (pos[n]−pos[1]−∑|P |−1i=1 (ai+1−bi))/|P |.A onsequene of this property is that minimizing the sum of sopes of bloksis equivalent to maximizing the quantity
V ({P1, · · · , P|P |}) =
∑|P |−1
i=1 (min Pi+1 −maxPi) (if |P | ≥ 2)
V ({P|P |}) = 0 (if |P | = 1) .Let us denote by opt(µ, n) the maximum of V ({P1, · · · , P|P |}) for µ-partitionsof pos[1..n]. We now have to prove that opt(k, j) satises Eq. (1).Assume that j ≥ 2 and k ≥ 1. Consider rst an optimal partition of pos[1..j]into at most k bloks {P1, · · · , P|P |}, |P | ≤ k. We have V ({P1, · · · , P|P |}) =
opt(k, j). Add to this partition the blok that ontains two additional positions
P|P |+1 = {pos[j + 1], pos[j + 2]}. We obtain a partition of the set pos{1..j + 2}into at most k +1 bloks, for whih V ({P1, · · · , P|P |+1}) = V ({P1, · · · , P|P |})+
min P|P |+1 −maxP|P | = opt(k, j) + pos[j + 1] − pos[j]. Sine opt(k + 1, j + 2)is greater than V ({P1, · · · , P|P |+1}), we dedue that
opt(k + 1, j + 2) ≥ opt(k, j) + pos[j + 1]− pos[j].Consider now an optimal partition of pos{1..j +1} into at most k +1 bloks
{P1, · · · , P|P |}, |P | ≤ k. Add to the last blok the element pos[j + 2], that is:
P ′|P | = P|P |∪{pos[j+2]}. We thus obtain a partition of pos[0..j+2] into at most
k +1 bloks, for whih V ({P1, · · · , P|P |−1, P ′|P |}) ≥ V ({P1, · · · , P|P |−1, P|P |}) =
opt(k + 1, j + 1). Hene
opt(k + 1, j + 2) ≥ opt(k + 1, j + 1).We dedue that
opt(k + 1, j + 2) ≥ max{opt(k + 1, j + 1), opt(k, j) + pos[j + 1]− pos[j]}.Conversely, onsider an optimal partition of pos[0..j + 2] into at most k + 1bloks {P1, · · · , P|P |}. If P|P | ontains exatly two elements, then we have P|P | =
{pos[j + 2], pos[j + 1]} and by removing the last blok we obtain a partition of
pos[0..j] with at most k bloks. Hene V ({P1, · · · , P|P |−1}) ≤ opt(k, j), that is,
opt(k + 1, j + 2)− (pos[j + 1]− pos[j]) ≤ opt(k, j).Otherwise, P|P | ontains at least three elements. Removing the last element from
P|P | leads to an admissible partition of pos[0..j + 1]. Hene, V ({P1, · · · , P|P | \
{pos[j + 1]}}) ≤ opt(k + 1, j + 1). Removing the last element does not hangethe value of V , hene opt(k +1, j +2) ≤ opt(k +1, j +1). Sine one of the asesours, we dedue that
opt(k + 1, j + 2) ≤ max{opt(k + 1, j + 1),
opt(k − 1, j) + pos[j + 1]− pos[j]}.Consequently, equation (1) is satised when j ≥ 2 and k ≥ 1. It re-mains to ompute opt(k, j) when k = 1, j = 3 or j = 2. In eah ase,the partition ontains exatly one blok, implying that V ({P1}) = 0 so that
opt(k, 3) = opt(k, 2) = opt(1, j) = 0. INRIA
Modeling loal repeats on genomi sequenes 9The asymptoti loality may be omputed by a similar tehnique.Proposition 2 Let µ ∈ N and w be a repeat with n ourrenes in a sequenestored in pos[1..n] (n ≥ 2). The asymptoti-loality of w is equal to
asymptoticLocality(w) =
pos[n]− pos[1]− opt(n)
|P |
,where there exists a partition {P1, · · ·P|P |} of pos[1..n], |P | ≤ µ suh that: eah blok Pi orresponds to an interval on pos[1..n] ontaining at leasttwo positions, ai and bi: ai = min Pi < bi = maxPi < ai+1; the extremes of bloks satisfy the relation ∑|P |−1i=1 (ai+1 − bi) = opt(n); the funtion opt satises the following reurrent formulae:
opt(2) = opt(3) = 0; opt(4) = pos[3]− pos[2]
opt(j + 3) = max
{
opt(j) + pos[j + 1]− pos[j]
opt(j + 1) + pos[j + 2]− pos[j + 1]
(j ≥ 2). (2)Proof 2 of proposition 2 With a proof similar to the one of Proposition 1, it iseasy to prove that funtion opt satises the relation
opt(2) = opt(3) = 0
opt(j + 2) = max(opt(j + 1), opt(j) + pos[j + 1]− pos[j]), (j ≥ 2)Eq. (2) is a one step unfolding of this equation and is equivalent to it for every
j ≥ 2.It remains to ompute opt(4). opt(4) = max(opt(3), opt(2)+pos[3]−pos[2]) =
pos[3]− pos[2].Algorithms omputing µ-loality from a sux tree representation of a se-quene diretly follow from these propositions.Algorithm for omputing the loality of all repeated fators of a se-queneThe 1-loality of fators of a sequene may be omputed in linear time andspae, using the following funtion all:
Attributes(root, init, updateMinMax, position, oneScope) that stores in Synth(see Algorithm 1) the minimal and maximal positions of the ourrenes of afator, using the following funtions: init gives value +∞ to Synth.min and 0 to Synth.max; updateMinMax updates Synth on a parent node with respet to min andmax positions of its hildren (see Algorithm 2); position returns leaves positions in Synth.min and Synth.max;RR n° 6802
10 Niolas et al oneScope omputes Node.scope := Synth.max− Synth.min.Computing the µ-loality of fators of a sequene for arbitrary values of µis more omplex. With µ ≥ 2, the µ-loality of a fator depends on all itsourrenes positions and those are managed in Synth (see Algorithm 1) as asorted list. The loality is omputed with the following all:
Attributes(root, emptyList, mergeLists, getPos, muLocality) emptyList: returns in Synth an empty list; mergeLists: merges the sorted positions lists of the urrent node and oneof its hildren; getPos returns the position of a leaf in Synth; muLocality omputes, given the positions list in Synth, the µ-loalityof the onsidered node. muLocality is a dynami programming shemediretly based on the reurrene equation given in proposition 1 (see al-gorithm 3).Complexity: µ gets generally low valuesthe µ-loality onverges in pratietowards the limit loality for values of the order of 20and an be onsideredas a onstant. Algorithm 3 requires a omputation in O(n) steps. The Synthstruture requires O(n) spae. Computing the µ-loality of all fators of asequene requires thus O(n2) in time and O(n) in spae.The same way, the asymptoti loality may be omputed with funtion all
Attributes(root, emptyList, mergeLists, getPos, asymptoticLocality)where asymptotiLoality is given in Algorithm 4, using the equation given inproposition 2.Complexity : Computing the limit-loality of all fators of a sequene does notdepend on µ but requires the same omplexity than omputing the µ-loalityi.e. O(n2) in time and O(n) in spae.Loality experimentsWe present rst the experimental setting we have used for all our results.All repeats and all maximal repeats with size varying between 18 and 80nuleotides have been onsidered. These bounds have been hosen from prelim-inary studies on the distribution of ourrenes in the set of genomi sequenes,solely for presentation purpose: it avoids a too large dynamis in the presentedurves while maintaining a large number of repeats. Mode µ is varying from 1to 10. Greater values have a signiant impat only for words with numerousourrenes and these are negligible in the given range of sizes.In all 3D graphis, the bakground level for random sequenes remains at(blue urves), simply showing that the distribution of repeated words is inde-pendant of µ_loality when sequenes have no partiular struture. The hillylandsapes (in red) are urves for real genomi sequenes. Contrary to randomsequenes having the same omposition, genomi sequenes exhibit various be-haviors that heavily depend on the speies at hand. The distribution of maximalINRIA
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Figure 2: Study of arhaeon NC_002754 (Sulfolobus solfatarius). Number ofrepeats, number of maximal repeats with respet to various µ_loality values.repeats and of their ourrenes and of largest maximal repeats are given withrespet to mode for normal and shued sequenes.Thus Figure 2 and Figure 3 display an overview of the distribution of re-peated words for various intervals of µ_loality for two dierent arhaea.This demonstrates learly that the 3D proles for the whole set of words andfor the redued set of maximal repeat may be rather similar for some speies oron the ontrary sharply dier. In gure 2 that displays results for the arhaeonSulfolobus solfatarius, maximality is an eient lter and absolute numbers ofwords to be onsidered dier by a fator of 750, but the proportion of repeatsis almost the same for a given range of mode and µ_loality if the maximalityriterion is required or not. A small supplementary peak seems to exist for aloality value in the range 5-10K but it remains a minor dierene. Figure 3,omputed on the genome of the arhaeon Methanoulleus marisnigri, exhibits avery dierent sheme where most of words our very loally (25K) and are notmaximal repeats and where maximal repeats have a wider sope, even for largevalues of mode.The same way, Figure 4 displays an overview of the value of µ_loalityin dierent ontexts for two bateria, Desulfotalea psyhrophila and Geobaillusthermodenitrians, the rst exhibiting a lear peak in the range of small loalityand the seond laking this property. Globally, our empirial studies show a learspeies-dependant eet that allows to lter potentially meaningful words on theRR n° 6802
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Figure 3: Study of arhaeon NC_009051 (Methanoulleus marisnigri JR1).Number of repeats, number of maximal repeats with respet to various
µ_loality values.
INRIA
Modeling loal repeats on genomi sequenes 13basis of the loality and also points at the interest of studying maximality, aonept that will be further extended in setion 3.3 of this paper.A more preise view of the ourrenes of main maximal repeats is givenin Figure 5 that displays for three bateria an overview of the distribution ofourrenes of repeats and maximal repeats in a dened range of loality fordierent mode values.In all these 2D urves, the loality as been xed in an interval orrespondingto a maximum number of observations of maximal repeats. The number ofmaximal repeats is represented by red squares (M1 urves) for normal sequenesand blue irles (M2 urves) for their shued ounterpart. The number ofourrenes of maximal repeats is represented by green diagonal rosses (O1urves) for normal sequenes and purple squares (O2 urves) for their shuedounterpart. Note that the sale is given on the left for maximal repeats andon the right for ourrenes. The eet of µ is best viewed on suh urves,whih display the variation of frequenies with respet to mode. Very dierentproles are observed for dierent speies (see Figure 5 for a omparison of threebateria). Generally, the number of words that are maximal repeats stabilizesrapidly after a small peak (mode value greater than 3). In ontrast, the numberof ourrenes may vary muh more, as it is illustrated in the gure for theGeobaillus kaustophilus genome. Note that a variation is also observed forrandom sequenes, showing a likely bias with respet to omposition. The realimpat of the mode parameter has to be further evaluated in suh pratial ases,but extrema may nevertheless points to interesting values of modes, that is,interesting number of regions with lustered repeats. The restrition of maximalrepeat to largest maximal repeats will provide a more diret eet of the numberof modes on the number of words (see gure 7).3.2 Viarious loal repeatsWe stated in the introdution that there exists another way to look at on-strained distributions of words. Some words are partiularly interesting in anindiret way, beause they only our in assoiation with loal words (wordswith a given µ_loality). We dene below this possibility in the most generalontext. It aims at searhing for words whose positions are orrelated with po-sitions of a given set of words. It is thus a powerful tool in every appliationwhere one is looking for word dependenies inside a sequene.Denition 3 ( δ-neighbor of a language in a sequene ) A δ-neighbor(with relative support τ) of a language L in a sequene S is a word suh thatall its ourrenes in S oupy positions that do not interset with positions ofwords in L and all (or more than τ perent) of its ourrenes are separated byat most δ letters from an ourrene of a word in L.Example 2 Let S = CTCCCCTTACCTTATTCATTCCTC, L = {AT, TA}.Words T or TT are not 1-neighbors of L beause some of their ourrenesinterset with ourrenes of words of L. Word C is not a 1-neighbor of L sineit has 5 ourrenes at the right maximal distane from L and 6 ourrenesthat are too far from words of L. So, it is a 1-neighbor of L only for a support
τ that is below 45%. Words CC and CCT are the 1-neighbors repeats withsupport 50% of L (CCT is also a maximal repeat, see next setion).RR n° 6802
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Figure 4: Study of baterium NC_006138 (Desulfotalea psyhrophila). Numberof repeats, number of maximal repeats with respet to various µ_loality val-ues. Study of baterium NC_009328 (Geobaillus thermodenitrians NG80-2).Number of maximal repeats with respet to various µ_loality values. INRIA
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Figure 5: Number of words and of ourrenes of maximal repeats with re-spet to the number of modes for a xed interval of loality. Study of ba-teria NC_006138 (Desulfotalea psyhrophila, xed loality from 3Kb to 7Kb),NC_006510 (Geobaillus kaustophilus HTA426, xed loality from 500Kb to750Kb), NC_009328 (Geobaillus thermodenitrians NG80-2, xed loalityfrom 300Kb to 500Kb). The number of maximal repeats is represented byurve M1 for normal sequenes and urve M2 for their shued ounterpart.The number of ourrenes of maximal repeats is represented by urve O1 fornormal sequenes and urve O2 for their shued ounterpart.RR n° 6802
16 Niolas et alNote that neighboring depends on two parameters, its maximal size (width,maximal distane) and its minimal support in the set of ourrenes. Support isintended to reet the possibility that some ourrenes of the referene wordsmay have disappeared and that onsequently neighbors may our without beingassoiated to referenes. In pratial appliations even the default value τ = 100allows deteting assoiations.Computing δ-neighborsWe have proposed an algorithm for omputing δ-neighbors with support τ ofa language represented as a sorted list L of starting and ending positions in asequene, in inreasing value of starting positions2. The notion of δ-neighbor ismainly interesting for non repeated word or maximal repeats. We thus assumethat it is suient to produe words that are of maximal length with respetto the assoiated set of starting ourrenes. Words that are δ-neighbors withsupport τ of L may be omputed with a funtion all desribed in the supple-mentary material. The idea is rst to hek for eah position of a leaf in the suxtree the distane to the losest position in L. This establishes easily the statusof δ-neighbors for non repeated words. It is ahieved by proedure classOccdesribed in algorithm6. Then, it is almost suient (details appear in thesupplementary material) to maintain from hildren to parents in the sux treetwo data strutures, mapL and mapR. This is the role of proedure neighborsgiven in algorithm5. Parents orrespond to prexes of hildren and thus toshorter words. The struture mapL manages the distribution with respet tosome distane value of ourrenes that are in the suitable neighborhood of anelement of L at its left but overlapping at the given distane the next element in
L. If the size of the word tested in a node beomes suiently small, then theword is no more overlapping and may be safely added to δ-neighbors. mapR isa similar struture managing ourrenes that are to the right and overlappingan element of L. If the size of the word tested in a node beomes suientlysmall, then the word is no more overlapping and moreover may be at the rightdistane from an element of L. It may be then safely added to δ-neighbors.The right behavior of the algorithm is supported by an analysis tht is alsogiven as supplementary material.Complexity : The classOcc proedure requires a searh in a sorted list ofsize p, requiring O(log(p)) steps, with p the ardinality of L. The proedure
neighbors requires a loop on elements of assoiations lists Synth.mapL and
Synth.mapR, whih ontain at most O(n) elements. If mappings are imple-mented as hash-tables or arrays of size n, updating these lists is virtually O(1).Computing delta-neighbors of L thus requires O(n2 +nlog(p)) in time and O(n)in spae.
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Figure 6: Study of arhaeon NC_002754 (Sulfolobus solfatarius). Number ofourrenes of maximal repeats of size greater than 400bp (red, sale on theright) and number of ourrenes of 2Kb-neighbors along the sequene (green,sale on the left) for 100% support and 75% support.
RR n° 6802
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δ-neighbor experimentsThe algorithm has been tested on various genomes. Figure 6 shows the resultsfor the arheon Sulfolobus solfatarius whih has a total size of 3Mb and ontainsmore than 1.5 million of maximal repeats with more than 32 million ourrenes.Elements of L have been xed to most remarkable maximal repeats: those ofsize greater than 400 nuleotides. The orresponding 135 elements have 381ourrenes that are not randomly distributed in the genome. Almost 3/4 ofthem appear in regions orresponding to transposons. This fat is well knownand points to hot regions of the genome with respet to variations. The rest ofelements are mainly non-annotated, non-oding regions and ould be traes ofother mobile regions of the genome.The rst remarkable point is that even for a 100% quorum τ and a smalldistane δ = 2Kb, a very demanding threshold requiring all onsidered words tohave a distribution inluded in a lose neighborhood of the seleted distribution,numerous neighbor words have been found. The mean number of neighborourrenes for a given maximal repeat position is 11, 235 for τ = 100% and
16, 851 for τ = 75%. The lower threshold 75% onrms the tendeny of hotspots in the distribution, that is, regions with a high density of neighbors: thenumber of regions with more than 100 ourrenes goes from 32 for τ = 100%to 70 for τ = 75%. Moreover, size of words has a wide distribution, rangingfrom very small word (size 8) to large words (maximal size 387). This typeof behavior is not observed on shued sequenes and the observation of suhorrelations allows deteting interesting repeats that may have loally a singleopy.3.3 Largest maximal repeats (LMR)The building briks of repeats are based on words delimited in terms of theirontexts in sequenes and formalized in terms of maximality.However, maximal repeats may be inluded in larger ones if they have moreourrenes than this inluding repeat. This emphasizes the fat that maximalhas not to be onfused with largest. Super-maximal repeats have been proposedfor this purpose. But super-maximal repeats, whih lter only maximal repeatsthat are not substrings of others, are of little use in pratie beause manypositions of repeats are not overed by super-maximal repeats.In fat, the important harateristis of maximal repeats is that they bothrepresent all other repeats and over all positions of repeat ourrenes. Thenthe question is: Are maximal repeats optimal with respet to these ondi-tions? The answer appears to be negative. Consider for instane the sequene
ACACGAGAGG. Maximal repeats are A, AC, G and GAG. But A is notmaximal in the sense that AC or GAG are present at every position where Aours. To the ontrary G, whih is not a super maximal repeat, annot bedisarded without losing the information of an existing repeat at the end of thesequene. We propose a new denition, largest maximal repeat, that aims atbetter irumsribing this notion of maximality.2In fat, dummy elements have to be added to L to avoid side eets: If m is the numberof positions in L and n is the size of the sequene, L[0] is set to (−n,−n) and L[m + 1] to
(2n, 2n) INRIA
Modeling loal repeats on genomi sequenes 19Denition 4 (Largest maximal repeat) Let S be a sequene with a set ofrepeats R. An LMR in S is a repeat r ∈ R suh that at least one ourrene of
r is not stritly inluded in an ourrene of another element of R.It is worth notiing this denition applies on any kind of repeat. Moreoverall these notions of maximality may be ordered: a super maximal repeat is alargest maximal repeat that is itself a maximal repeat.Example 3 Let S1 = GAGAGT . We onsider maximal repeats in S1 that are
GAG ourring positions 1 and 3 and G ourring position 1, 3 and 5. GAG isa largest maximal repeat. However every G ourrene is stritly inluded in a
GAG ourrene, thus G is not a LMR.Now onsider S2 = GAGAGG. In this ase GAG is still a MR ourringpositions 1 and 3, while G is a MR ourring positions 1, 3, 5 and 6. GAGremains a largest maximal repeat, however, G is a LMR as its ourrene inposition 6 is not overed by any other repeat ourrene.Fortunately, largest maximal repeats keep the nie properties of maximalrepeats for their omputation: they an be extrated in linear time and spae.However, bounding for a sequene of size n its maximal number of largestmaximal repeat (between n
2
and n) and the orresponding maximal number ofourrenes (between n and n2) remains an open question.Computing LMRThe algorithm omputing largest maximal repeats is a simple lter on the resultsof the algorithm for omputing maximal repeats. For eah maximal repeat thathas hildren leaves in the sux tree, the starting and ending positions of thesehildren leaves are kept. It is suient to san in linear time the sequene fromleft to right then, keeping at eah position the deteted maximal repeats endingafter the end of the previous one.LMR experimentsWe have omputed LMR on NC_002754, NC_006138 and NC_009051 genomesand their shued versions. Results are shown on gure 7. At rst glane, onemay remark that around half the maximal repeats are not LMR. This is animportant redution sine no repeat is lost in hoosing a LMR representation.The most remarkable eet is on the inuene of the mode parameter. Indeed,while mode has only a limited inuene on maximal repeats, a hollow on thenumber of LMR is observed for mode values between 2 and 7 in all genomes, inpartiular for µ-loality around 300K. Although we have no biologial explana-tion of this phenomenon, it seems worth further biologial investigations and itshows both that the regrouping of opies is not random in biologial sequenesand that largest maximal repeats allow a ner analysis of the distribution ofopies. A last observation is that on shued versions, as expeted as well formaximal repeats, almost no LMR were found.RR n° 6802
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(a) (b)
NC_002754
NC_009051
NC_006138Figure 7: Study on arheon NC_002754 and NC_009051 and on bateriaNC_006138 speies. With respet to their mode and their µ-loality, we presentlargest maximal repeats on olumn (b). In addition, we reall values obtainswith maximal repeats on same parameters on olumn (a).
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Modeling loal repeats on genomi sequenes 213.4 Context of repeats and k-unitsThe ontexts of a repeat in a sequene orresponds to anking letters of o-urrenes of this repeat in the sequene. Maximality expresses that words areseleted on the basis of the existene of at least two ourrenes with two dif-ferent left and right ontexts. Our pratie on genomi sequenes drive us toextend the standard notion of maximality. We propose to look at ontextsthat are possibly not redued to a single letter or that may belong to dierentwords. The paper addresses in partiular the ase of ontexts of size two, sinethey are losely related to the presene of single point mutations (SNP), an im-portant soure of individual variations (polymorphism) in genomi sequenes.More generally for a given word, one may be interested in the maximal sizeof left and right ontexts for whih at eah position letters dier among theirourrenes. Another harateristi observation in genomi sequenes that wepropose to model is the presene of sets of overlapping ourrenes of maximalrepeats. It is interesting in suh a ase to onsider the set as a global unit.Contexts and disriminant ontextsDenition 5 (ontext of a word in a sequene) A ontext of a word w ina sequene S is a pair of words (l, r)the left and right ontextsuh that lwris a subword of S.For instane, let S = ATAT . The ontexts of A are (ǫ, ǫ), (ǫ, T ), (ǫ, TA),
(ǫ, TAT ), (T, ǫ), (T, T ) and (AT, T ). The ontexts of AT are (ǫ, ǫ), (ǫ, A),
(ǫ, AT ), (T, ǫ), and (AT, ǫ).Among ontexts, those that dier from one ourrene to the other arepartiularly useful in delimiting repeats. They are alled disriminant ontexts.Let us denote S[a, b] the substring of sequene S from position a to position b.Denition 6 (disriminant ontext) A ontext (l[1, sl], r[1, sr]) is a disrim-inant ontext with respet to a word w in a sequene S if and only if for someontext (l′[1, sl], r′[1, sr]) of w: ∀i ∈ [1, sl], l[i] 6= l′[i] and ∀j ∈ [1, sr], r[j] 6= r′[j].(sl, sr) is the size of the ontext.The denition is further illustrated in Figure 8. All words have at least(trivially) an empty disriminant ontextsize (0,0) ontext. Words may haveseveral opies and only an empty disriminant ontext, as it is illustrated inthe gure on word T. We reall that a usual maximal repeat in a sequene isa word with at least two ourrenes in this sequene (maximal pair) suh thatthe extension of these two ourrenes by one position either to the left or tothe right leads to two dierent words. With our voabulary, maximal repeatsare words with disriminant ontext of size (1,1). The size of the maximaldisriminant ontext of a word haraterizes in some way how it stands outfrom the bakground as a separated meaningful unit. We will show that itallows dening a natural extension of the well-studied notion of maximal repeatthat is more robust with respet to repeats with errors.
RR n° 6802
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Figure 8: Disriminant ontexts of words.Building and displaying maximal repeats in a sequeneWe rst reall a nie property of standard maximal repeats with disriminantontexts of size 1:Proposition 3 The set of maximal repeats of a sequene is a subtree of thesux tree of this sequene.Indeed, if w is a maximal repeat then it is assoiated to a node in the suxtree with two dierent ourrenes l1w and l2w in the sequene. For all v that isa proper prex of w, (l1, r) and (l2, r) are two ontexts of v in the sequene forsome letter r. Now, if V has two ourrenes with a dierent right ontext, v isa node parent of the node of w in the sux tree and has at least two ontexts
(l′, r1) and (l′′, r2), with r1 6= r2. At least one of l1, l2 diers from l′ and l′′ andat least one of r1, r2 diers from r, proving that v is a maximal repeat. Thenumber of maximal repeats is thus at most n− 1 in a sequene of size n. Theproperty provides the basis of a linear proedure building them from the suxtree of the sequene.Maximal repeats may be omputed using the all
Attributes(root, empty, addLetter, prevLetter, isDiscriminant),where Synth represents the set of left ontexts (letters before the starting posi-tion of eah ourrene) of the word at the urrent node. To be preise,it ontains a letter whih belongs to {⊤,⊥} ∪ Σ, where ⊤ stands for anyset with ardinality at least 2 and ⊥ orresponds to the empty set. Thisone-letter enoding avoids storing the whole ontext; empty set Synth to the empty set (⊥); addLetter set Synth to the Synth value of its hild if its value is ⊥ andto ⊤ if its value diers from the value of its hild; prevLetter returns in Synth the letter of the sequene at the positionpreeding the position of the leaf; is_discriminant returns a boolean indiating if (Synth = ⊤).Identifying robust maximal repeats via the size of their ontextsThe next step in this work onsisted in studying the eet of slight variationson the behavior of maximal repeats. It is indeed important in biologial ap-pliations to take into aount the fat that single point mutations, that is,INRIA
Modeling loal repeats on genomi sequenes 23substitutions of one harater by another one, are frequent in ourrenes. Let
u and v be two words and a, a′, b, b′, c and c′ be letters suh that a 6= a′, b 6= b′and c 6= c′. Consider a disriminant ontext for two ourrenes of a word
ubv, (aubvc, a′ubvc′). In ase of substitution of b by b′, it is possible to getinstead the pair (aubvc, a′ub′vc′) and the eet is to split the maximal repeatin two smaller parts u and v. Note that this behavior is also observed in aseof insertion-deletion of a nuleotide.In pratie, a train of overlapping maximal repeats are generally observedin genomi sequenes instead of learly separated ones. This may be simplyexplained by a generalization of the previous reasoning, introduing simultane-ously several points of modiations. Given a sequene uxvyw, two dierentpoints of modiation will generate two sequenes ux′vyw and uxvy′w, and thiswill result in overlapping maximal repeats uxv and vyw.Some maximal repeats are robust with respet to these variations and arepartiularly interesting to delimit borders of repeated regions.Denition 7 (k-maximal repeats or kMR) If k and k′ are stritly positiveintegers, a (k,k')-maximal repeat in a sequene is a word with a disriminantontext of size (k, k′). When k = k′, it is a k-maximal repeat.The proposition 3 on the global struture of maximal repeats is not truefor (k, k′)-maximal-repeat if k > 1 or k′ > 1. For instane, onsider sequene
TTCAGCATGCT . The word CA is a (2,1)-maximal repeat sine (TT, G) and
(AG, T ) are disriminating ontexts. However C is a maximal repeat but not a(2,1)-maximal repeat sine its ontexts are (TT, A), (AG, A) and (TG, T ) andannot be disriminated.By inreasing the value of k or k′, one restrits the set of admissible repeatsto robust maximal repeats with respet to possible variations of their ontent.In partiular, all maximal repeats subjet to single point substitutions as pre-viously desribed are not k-maximal repeats for k ≥ 2.An important pratial onsequene of this fat is that it is possible to reon-strut maximal repeats that have been split by single point mutations.Proposition 4 Maximal repeats that have been split by single point mutationsorrespond to harateristi ourrenes of maximal repeats that are not (2,1)-maximalor symmetrially not (1,2)-maximal.Proof 3 Indeed, if ubv is a maximal repeat that has been subjet to a mutation
b/b′, then v is a (1,1)-MR but not a (2,1)-MR. Conversely, given v, a (1,1)-MR that is not a (2,1)-MR, there exists an ourrene xubvc and an ourrene
x′ub′vc′ in the sequene where b and b′ and c and c′ are dierent letters (vis a MR), and where u is a non empty word (or else v would be a (2,1)-MR).Moreover, sine the ourrenes of v are loated at dierent positions, there mustexist a word u suh that x and x′ are words that do not end with the same letter.Thus u is a MR that is not (1,2)-maximal and ubv is the trae of a maximalrepeat subjet to a single point mutation on letter b.Due to the interest of the SNP identiation task, we have foused our studyon the design of an algorithm for the determination of (2,1)-maximal repeats. Itneeds almost no extra memory spae with respet to the omputation of simplemaximal repeats. We leave open the issue of nding (k, k′)-maximal repeatsRR n° 6802
24 Niolas et alfor larger values of k and k′. The sux tree data struture is not well suitedfor the study of right ontexts. A possible extension would be to onsider ageneralized sux tree on the sequene and the reverse sequene. For (k, 1)-maximal repeats, k > 2, a simple algorithm would be to keep eah left ontextof size k at eah node but this is not tratable in spae for very large sequenes.In fat, (k + 1, 1)-maximal repeats are a subset of (k, 1)-maximal repeats and itmight be possible to lter them iteratively.Computing the list of (2,1)-maximal repeatsTaking into aount left ontexts of size 2 is quite diret with the sux treedata struture. It is suient to manage left ontexts that appear on suxesat the leaf nodes and to ompute for eah node the union of the ontexts of itshildren. In fat, we use a small renement for ontexts storing. Contexts areindexed on their rst lettere.g., if ontext AA and AC have to be stored, theset {A, C} is stored at index A. Moreover, one harater is suient to repre-sent the set that has to be stored. The empty set is represented by the speialletter ⊥ and a set of size greater than one is represented by the speial letter
⊤. A singleton is simply represented by the letter it ontains. This way, storingthe ontexts only requires a spae proportional to the size of the alphabet.Overall, (2,1)-Maximal repeats may be omputed in linear time andspae, using the all:
Attributes(root, empty, cumul, prevLetters, isDiscriminant),where Synth is made of a boolean Synth.21MR indiating if the word is a (2,1)-MR and a funtion representing the set of left ontexts. Let w denote theword at the urrent node. For eah letter σ ∈ Σ, Synth(σ) represents theset of letters {a suh that σaw belongs to the sequene}. To be preise,it ontains a letter whih belongs to {⊤,⊥} ∪ Σ, where ⊤ stands for anyset with ardinality at least 2 and ⊥ orresponds to the empty set; empty sets Synth(σ) to the empty set (⊥) for eah letter σ ∈ Σ; cumul is desribed in algorithm 7. It updates the set of letters preedingthe pointed word in the sux tree; prevLetters returns in Synth the left ontext of the sux w orrespondingto the leaf: if abw is a sux, Synth(a) is set to b and the other values ofthe funtion to ⊥; isDiscriminant returns the value of Synth.21MR.The orretness of the algorithm is established in proof 5 in the supplemen-tary material.
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Figure 9: Study of arhaeon NC_002754 (Sulfolobus solfatarius) and bateriaNC_009328 (Geobaillus thermodenitrians NG80-2). Number of ourrenesof (1,1)-maximal repeats and (2,1)-maximal repeats for normal and shuedgenomes. All sales are logarithmi.
RR n° 6802
26 Niolas et alExperiments on (1,1) and (2,1)-maximal repeats and SNPThe algorithm omputing (1,1) and (2,1)-maximal repeats has been tested onvarious genomes. Results are illustrated on gure 9 for an arheon and a ba-teria. Shued genomes have no maximal repeats of size greater than 22. Thesize of maximal repeats may be far greater for real genomes (maximal observedsize is 1,000), but introduing a left ontext of two letters instead of a single oneleads to a two to four fold derease of this number of ourrenes. Enlargingontexts seems also to introdue an unexpeted artefatual derease in the rangeof small words (less than 10, with a minimum at 6), this bias being observed onboth shued and real sequenes. We have no explanation so far of this fat.Interesting positions of single nuleotide mutations have also been searhedwith the following protool: at eah position of mutation p suh that at least onemaximal repeat v that is not a (2,1)-maximal repeat has an ourrene startingat p + 1, we have kept its harateristi ontext. This one is dened as the pairof words (u, v) suh that the size of v is maximum; the word u is a maximal repeat with an ourrene ending at p− 1 and ofmaximal size with respet to all repeats followed at distane 1 by v.The SNP positions may then be seleted on the basis of the size of uv.An interesting extension would be to diretly maximize the size of uv on eahposition, but the issue seems far more omplex.In our experiments, we have set the threshold on the size of uv to 18, a valueonsistent with our previous hoies and that leads to very few SNP on shuedversions of the genomes.In gure 10, the value of uv size is displayed along the genome of Sulfolobussolfatarius and of Geobaillus thermodenitrians. Clearly, the observed dis-tributions are not random and dier ompletely from one speies to the other.With a set of strains or individuals of a same speies, the onept oers a wayto look at ne polymorphisms while avoiding the neessity to run heavy wholegenome omparisons.Units of overlapping repeatsAs previously desribed, more general variations in sequenes lead to overlappingmaximal repeats. However, overlapping repeats may also be observed in tandemrepeatsonseutive opies of a same wordand simply by hane if very smallwords are taken into aount. In the denition of meaningful units, one has thusto preise the repeats to be onsidered. The previous notion of not (2, 1)-MRand more generally not (k, 1)-MR are useful in the sense that they potentiallyidenties regions with small loal variations that need to be abstrated.Denition 8 (k-units) A unit in a sequene S is a largest series of dierentoverlapping maximal repeat that are not (2, 1)-MR. A k-unit in a sequene Sis a largest series of overlapping maximal repeat that are not (k, 1)-MR. INRIA
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28 Niolas et alExample 4 Let S be the following sequene:
CGTAGTCACACATGGAGTAACATAGASome maximal repeats are words TAG, AGT , CACA, CA, GA and AG in S.Words TAG, AGT , ACA, GA and C are maximal repeats in S that are not(2,1)-MR. Word CACACA is a tandem repeat overed by 2 ourrenes of thesame repeat CACA and rejeted as a unit. Words TAGT , GAGT and TAGA,whih are slight variations of TAGT , are units of S sine they are made of aomposition of overlapping maximal repeats that are not (2,1)-MR.Computing units and k-unitsComputing units is straightforward. It is suient to use previously desribedMR and (2,1)-MR detetion algorithm. Then, reading sequene from left toright, one just has to selet the largest set of overlapping MR that does nothouse (2,1)-MR.The k-unit detetion algorithm is likewise straightforward one disposingfrom a (k,1)-MR ourrene list. Thus this omputation, highly depends onthe existene of an eient (k,1)-MR detetion algorithm that remains an openquestion.Experiments on unitsWe have omputed units on various genomes and their shued version. Forsmall repeats, the number of units is equivalent in normal and random se-quenes. For repeats of size greater than 18, no unit exists on random sequenesand gure 11 displays units in the genome sequene of Sulfolobus solfatarius.Numerous units are found this way, orresponding to the reovery of simpleopies with natural variations gained during evolution. As expeted, the urvedereases rapidly with respet to the size of formed units sine for large unitsthere are generally several point of mutations.4 DisussionOn the denition of loality: The loality of a repeated word has been de-ned to be the average of sopes of eah group of ourrenes. We have triedseveral other possibilities to sum up the ontributions of eah group, inludingthe sum, the minimum and the maximum.Overall, the average seems to provide more natural lustering than other mea-sures. First, it is a loal measure. The number of modes (lusters) is a seondaryparameter that is usually unknown or not relevant and hoosing a sum wouldmake it diult to ompare repeats with dierent numbers of lusters. Seond,it is a robust measure with respet to the noise indued by words ourring byhane or by missing words due to degenerative mutations. Maximum and min-imum would be too sensitive to these phenomena. Finally, note that the searhof optimal groups themselves are based on a umulative index, not on the av-erage value and this avoids to split the set of ourrenes in more lusters thanINRIA
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Figure 11: Number of ourrenes of units in arhaeon NC_002754 (Sulfolobussolfatarius, repeats of size ≥ 18) and bateria NC_009328 (Geobaillus ther-modenitrians NG80-2, repeats of size greater than ≥ 15).
RR n° 6802
30 Niolas et alneessary. For instane, taking two ourrenes of a run of nuleotides (say
AAAAATAAAAA), the best partition will inlude the whole run (AAAAA)whereas a deision based on the nal average index would tend to favor split-ting the run in smaller groups.Basially, a repeat as onsidered in biology refers to an entity made of anordered list of ommon onserved words ourring at onstrained distanes. Ourproposition is extending the usual setting on repeats in a sequene by onstrain-ing distanes globally on a set of ourrenes rather than loally between twopositions. Studying ways to onstrain distanes opens a new playing eld foralgorithmis on words in the ontinuation of works on strutured motifs, wherethe key onept is exibility instead of approximation. In approximated patternmathing, the aent is on extending an expression (word or language) by ageneral error model that is intended to take into aount possible variations orerrors around the expression to be mathed; In exible mathing, the aent israther on fragmenting the expression in small piees that have to our exatlyand on its extension by xing onstraints on the possible distanes inside andbetween the ourrenes of the expression. Most eient urrent algorithmsuse this notion of exat seeds that form the skeleton of a opied element. Ourdenitions may help in the searh of suh seeds. Fundamentally, exibility ex-presses the fat that in absene of a relevant model of transformation, variationsbetween two opies an be traed bak from the observation of the onjuntionof a ommon prex and sux skeleton at a variable distane in eah opy. Wekeep on working on this notion of exibility to take into aount large variationsthat may our between ourrenes of repeats like transposons.Number of repeats versus number of ourrenes: The number ofdistint words (fators) in a sequene and thus the number of repeated fatorsin a sequene may be quadrati with respet to its length (De Bruijn stringsare an example of words with a maximum of fators). In ontrast, the maximalnumber of Maximal Repeats (MR) remains (sub)linear, as it is learly shownby the fat that a sux tree of a string of length n has at most n− 1 internalnodes.It says however nothing on the number of ourrenes of MR although it is ofpratial importane while looking at their distribution in a sequene. It appearsthis number to be quadrati itself with respet to n. For instane, the sequene
CAnGAnT admits exatly n maximal repeats, namely Ak, for k = 1 . . . n, andthe number of ourrenes of all these maximal repeats is ∑ni=1 2i = n(n+1). Infat, sine there exists a number of very short maximal repeats, these generate alot of spurious ourrenes of repeats. Supermaximal repeats solve this problemby seleting maximal repeats that are maximal with respet to inlusion. Sinethere exists at most one supermaximal repeat starting at eah position of a se-quene, the number of ourrenes is bounded by n. In pratie, supermaximalrepeats exhibit a very low number of ourrenes beause they generally overa small set of positions in the sequene.For instane, the sequene ACAAGAk has only one supermaximal repeat Ak−1with two ourrenes (positions 6 and 7), for any value of k. This makes super-maximal repeats unsuitable for the desription of genomi sequenes. We haveproposed two ways to improve the seletion of interesting repeats based on theirset of ourrenes, the notion of largest maximal repeat (LMR) and the notionof loality, and the question naturally arise to study their theoretial impat onthe number of ourrenes. For instane, on our previous example ACAAGAk ,INRIA
Modeling loal repeats on genomi sequenes 31there are three LMR totalizing 2k + 6 ourrenes: A with k + 3 ourrenes,
AA with k + 1 ourrenes and Ak−1 with two ourrenes.Experimentally, we have not been able to exhibit a number of ourrenes ofLMR in O(n2). The generality of this onjeture remains to be proved andwe leave it as an open problem. However, it is possible to restrit further thedenition of LMR in order to guarantee a linear number of ourrenes, whilemaintaining a overing of all repeats. Let us onsider pairs (r, O), where r is arepeat in the onsidered sequene S and where O is the set of ourrenes of
r in S minus those stritly inluded in an ourrene of another repeat. Thewords r with a non empty assoiated set in suh pairs orrespond to LMR. Theassoiated ourrenes O form a subset of the set of positions and is thus linear,by keeping the nie property of SMR that at most one LMR is starting at eahposition of a sequene. In our previous example ACAAGAk , the LMR pairs are
(A, {1}), (AA, {3}) and (Ak−1, {4, 5}).The loality parameter is another way to lter ourrenes while not imposingan arbitrary lower bound on the size of repeats ontrary to the ommon pra-tie. The number of ourrenes of eah repeat is bounded by denition to beless than the sope minus the size of the repeat times the number of modes.Possible extensions of the introdued onepts: The denition ofsope, loality and largest maximal repeats are not restrited to words and ouldbe extended to patterns sine it is only onsidering positions. Applying thesedenitions for instane to motifs representing transription fator sites ouldhelp determining interesting regulation sequene in a genome. The oneptsould be also applied to sets of sequenes and this may be useful in omparativegenomis, in the identiation of onserved or imported subsequenes.5 ConlusionThe paper has introdued several new important onepts for the analysis of bio-logial sequenes, namely µ_loality, largest maximal repeats, δ_neighbors,(k, k′)-maximal repeats and units. In most ases, algorithms are given, all using a verygeneri approah of depth-rst searh in a sux tree. The searh for (k, k′)-maximal repeats has been treated only for k = 1 and k′ < 3, an importantpratial ase.We have illustrated all introdued onepts on genomi analysis. In fat, allonepts have emerged from real biologial observations. The main idea in thehosen developments were to allow the seletion of words and their ourreneson the basis of very few parameters and in a way that does not depend ontheir size. Loality and δ_neighboring allow ltering words on the basis oftheir distribution in the sequene and need essentially one or two parameters.Maximality has been extended by two parameters allowing a better ontextualltering of words.This way, we have shown how one-letter variations may betaken into aount in maximal repeats. We are urrently working on a furtherneeded onept of exibility to take into aount larger variations due to insertedor deleted words.The study is by no means exhaustive on the possible types of onstraintsthat would be meaningful for words seletion in the genomi ontext. Overall,RR n° 6802
32 Niolas et althe main ontribution of this study might be to show that genomis remains anendless soure of new problems in stringology.AknowledgementThe neessary environment for all omputations has been provided by the bioin-formatis platform from Ouest-Genopole (http://genouest.org).FundingThis work is supported by a grant from the Frenh Agene Nationale de laReherhe (Modulome projet).Supplementary materialProedure Attributes reursively modies an attribute of all nodes enoun-tered during a depth rst traversal of a tree. During this traversal, data aresynthesized from hildren and joined into a variable alled Synth (line 6). Oneall hildren are reursively performed, the Node's attribute is omputed withproedure Attr with respet to data stored in Synth (line 8). The isLeaf fun-tion takes a node as argument and returns true if and only if this node is a leaf.Depending whether Node is onsidered as terminal or not two data initializationfuntions are used: initLeaf for leaves (line 2) and initNode for other nodes(line 4).Algorithm 1 Computes an attribute for eah node of a subtree at a given nodeof a tree, using a depth rst traversal of the subtree.Attributes(Node, initNode(), update(), initLeaf(), Attr() )1: if isLeaf(Node) then2: initLeaf(Node, Synth);3: else4: initNode(Synth);5: for eah Child of Node do6: update( Synth,Attributes(Child, initNode, update, initLeaf, Attr ) );7: end for8: Attr(Node, Synth);9: end if10: Return( Synth);Algorithm 2 Computes min and max values of positions of a given word
updateMinMax(Synth, SynthChild)1: Synth.min = min (Synth.min, SynthChild.min);2: Synth.max = max (Synth.max, SynthChild.max); INRIA
Modeling loal repeats on genomi sequenes 33Algorithm 3 Returns the µ_locality of a sorted list of ourrenes Synth.
muLocality(Synth)1: { Let n be the size of Synth and µ the maximal number of modes}2: for j:= 1 to n do3: opt[1, j]← 0;4: end for5: for k:= 1 to µ do6: opt[k, 2]← 0; opt[k, 3]← 0;7: card[k, 2]← 1; card[k, 3]← 1;8: end for9: for k:= 1 to µ− 1 do10: for j:= 2 to n− 2 do11: if opt[k + 1, j + 1℄>(opt[k, j℄+ Synth[j + 1℄-Synth[j℄) then12: opt[k + 1, j + 2℄ ← opt[k + 1, j + 1℄;13: ard[k + 1, j + 2℄ ← ard[k + 1, j + 1℄;14: else if opt[k + 1, j + 1℄<(opt[k, j℄+ Synth[j + 1℄-Synth[j℄) then15: opt[k + 1, j + 2℄ ← opt[k, j℄+ Synth[j + 1℄-Synth[j℄;16: ard[k + 1, j + 2℄ ← ard[k, j℄ +1;17: else18: opt[k + 1, j + 2℄ ← opt[k + 1, j + 1℄;19: ard[k + 1, j + 2℄ ← min(ard[k + 1, j + 1℄,ard[k, j℄ +1);20: end if21: end for22: end for23: Return(Synth[n℄- Synth[1℄ - opt[µ, n℄)/ard[µ, n℄;Algorithm 4 Returns the asymptotic_locality of a sorted list of ourrenes
Synth.
asymptoticLocality(Synth)1: { Let n be the size of Synth}2: opt[2℄ ← 0; opt[3℄ ← 0; opt[4℄ ← Synth[3℄-Synth[2℄;3: ard[2℄← 1; ard[3℄ ← 1; ard[4℄ ← 2;4: for j:= 2 to n− 3 do5: if (opt[j + 1℄+ Synth[j + 2℄-Synth[j + 1℄)>(opt[j℄+ Synth[j + 1℄-Synth[j℄) then6: opt[j + 3℄ ← (opt[j + 1℄+ Synth[j + 2℄-Synth[j + 1℄);7: ard[j + 3℄ ← ard[j + 1℄+1;8: else if (opt[j + 1℄+ Synth[j + 2℄-Synth[j + 1℄)<(opt[j℄+ Synth[j + 1℄-Synth[j℄) then9: opt[j + 3℄ ← (opt[j℄+ Synth[j + 1℄-Synth[j℄);10: ard[j + 3℄ ← ard[j℄ +1;11: else12: opt[j + 3℄ ← (opt[j + 1℄+ Synth[j + 2℄-Synth[j + 1℄);13: ard[j + 3℄ ← min ( ard[j + 1℄+1, ard[j℄ +1);14: end if15: end for16: Return (Synth[n℄- Synth[1℄ - opt[n℄)/ ard[n℄;RR n° 6802
34 Niolas et alWords that are δ-neighbors with support τ of L may be omputed withfuntion all
Attributes(root, zero, neighbors, classOcc, is_δneighbor),where Synth ontains a boolean, two numbers and two assoiation lists that aredesribed in the supplementary material before algorithm 5; zero sets all values of Synth to 0, ∅ or false, depending on their type; proedure neighbors, given a sorted list of ourrenes L, heks the dis-tane to L of ourrenes of the word that are prexes of the ourrenesof the Child. It is desribed in algorithm 5; proedure classOcc, given a sorted list of ourrenes L, heks the dis-tane to L of the leaf position. It is desribed in algorithm 6; is_δneighbor returns true if and only if overlap is false and
Synth.ok + Synth.okR
Synth.ok + Synth.ko + Synth.l + Synth.r
≥ τ,where Synth.l and Synth.r are respetively the total number of our-renes in Synth.mapL and Synth.mapR.The two algorithms algorithm5 and algorithm6) use a struture Synth thatontains a boolean, two numbers and two assoiation lists: Synth.overlap is a boolean indiating that an ourrene of the wordoverlaps an ourrene of L and thus it annot be a δ_neighbor; Synth.ok is the number of δ_neighbor ourrenes of the word (at maxi-mal distane δ from an ourrene of L and not overlapping any ourreneof L). In order to inherit this value in the sux tree from hildren to theirparent, the algorithm requires moreover that ourrenes are ounted onlyif prexes of the word are also at the right distane from L; Synth.okR is the number of δ_neighbor ourrenes of the word, at maxi-mal distane δ from an ourrene of L and not overlapping any ourreneof L. Contrary to the previous ase (Synth.ok), at least one of the prexesof the wordits rst letteris not at the right distane from L; Synth.ko is the number of ourrenes of the word that are not neighborsof L, at distane greater than δ from ourrenes of L. In order to inheritthis value in the sux tree from hildren to their parent, the algorithmrequires moreover that ourrenes are ounted only if prexes of the wordare also at distane greater than δ from ourrenes of L; Synth.mapL is an assoiation list managing the number of overlappingourrenes to the left of an element of L and in the right neighborhoodof another element of L. Eah element of this list pairs a distane withthe number of ourrenes of words to the left of an element of L and atthe given distane from it. This distane must be smaller than the lengthINRIA
Modeling loal repeats on genomi sequenes 35of the word sine it overlaps with L. Updating Synth.mapL in the suxtree from hildren to their parent onsists in heking the elements thatkeep a distane value smaller than the length of the word; Synth.mapR is an assoiation list managing the number of overlappingourrenes to the left of an element of L and not in the right neighborhoodof any element of L. Eah element of this list pairs a distane with thenumber of ourrenes of words to the right of an element of L and at thegiven distane from it. This distane must be smaller than the length ofthe word sine it overlaps with L. Updating Synth.mapR in the suxtree from hildren to their parent onsists in heking the elements thatkeep a distane value smaller than the length of the word and not greaterthan the distane δ.Algorithm 5 Given a sorted list of ourrenes L, heks the distane to L ofourrenes of the word that are prexes of the ourrenes of the Child.
neighbors(Synth, SynthChild)1: { Let l be the length of the urrent node's word, δ be the maximal alloweddistane to L}2: if SynthChild.overlap or Synth.overlap then3: Synth.overlap← true;4: else5: Synth.ok← Synth.ok + SynthChild.ok;6: Synth.ko← Synth.ko + SynthChild.ko;7: for (Distance, Nbocc) ∈ SynthChild.mapL do8: if Distance ≥ l then9: Synth.ok← Synth.ok + 1;10: else11: Synth.mapL← Synth.mapL ∪ (Distance, Nbocc);12: end if13: end for14: for (Distance, Nbocc) ∈ SynthChild.mapR do15: if Distance > l + δ then16: Synth.ko← Synth.ko + 1;17: else18: Synth.mapR← Synth.mapR ∪ (Distance, Nbocc);19: if Distance ≥ l then20: Synth.okR← Synth.okR + 1;21: end if22: end if23: end for24: end ifProof 4 of the orretness of omputation of δ-neighbors:The property of neighboring to be heked ontains two onditions: one on themaximal distane δ to some ourrene of L; the other on the non overlappingwith all ourrenes of L. L[0] start position is set to −n and L[m + 1] startposition is set to 2n. Thus, the test in line 1 of Algorithm 6 will always returnRR n° 6802
36 Niolas et alAlgorithm 6 Given a sorted list of ourrenes L, heks the distane to L ofthe ourrene in the leaf at position p, with a parent w of length l.
classOcc(Synth)1: k denotes the minimal index in L[1, m + 1] suh that L.start[k] > p;2: if p− L.end[k − 1] < 0 then3: Synth.overlap← true;4: else5: if p− L.end[k − 1] ≤ δ then6: if L.start[k] ≥ p + l then7: Synth.ok ← 1;8: if L.start[k] > p + l, the word at [p, min(L.start[k] − 1, n)] is a
δ_neighbor.9: else10: Synth.mapL← Synth.mapL∪ (L.start[k]− p, 1);11: end if12: else13: if L.start[k] ≥ n then14: Synth.ko← 1;15: else16: if L.start[k] > p + l then17: the word at [p, min(L.start[k]− 1, n)] is a δ_neighbor;18: end if19: Synth.mapR← Synth.mapR ∪ (L.start[k]− p, 1);20: end if21: end if22: end ifAlgorithm 7 updates the set of letters preeding the pointed word in the suxtree
cumul(Synth, SynthChild)1: Synth.21MR ← False;2: for a ∈ Σ do3: if SynthChild[a℄ 6= ⊥ then4: while ¬(Synth.21MR) and (a′ ∈ Σ− {a}) do5: if (Synth[a'℄6= ⊥) and (Synth[a'℄6= SynthChild[a℄) then6: Synth.21MR← True;7: end if8: end while9: end if10: end for11: for a ∈ Σ do12: if SynthChild[a℄ 6= ⊥ then13: if (Synth[a℄=SynthChild[a℄) or (Synth[a℄=⊥) then14: Synth[a℄ ← SynthChild[a℄;15: else16: Synth[a℄ ← ⊤;17: end if18: end if19: end for INRIA
Modeling loal repeats on genomi sequenes 37a value k ∈ [1, m + 1] suh that L.start[k − 1] ≤ p < L.start[k].Let us onsider a word w of size m starting at position p, that is, overingpositions [p, p + m − 1] (for leaves, m will take all values from the size of theparent + 1 to n). The algorithm is based on the identiation of six possibleases for ourrenes of w. An ourrene of w may be1. Overlapping with L[k−1] (line 3 of Algorithm 6 and line 3 of Algorithm 5).This ourrene of w and any of its prexes do not respet ondition 2 of
δ_neighbors and Synth.overlap simply propagates this fat.2. At a distane from L[k−1] that is between 0 and δ and non overlapping L[k](line 7 of Algorithm 6 and lines 5 and 9 of Algorithm 5). This ourreneof w and any of its prexes do respet both onditions of δ_neighbors andare ounted in Synth.ok.3. At a distane from L[k − 1] that is between 0 and δ and overlapping L[k](line 10 of Algorithm 6). This ourrene of w does not respet ondition2 of δ_neighbors but it may beome true for smaller prexes of w. Therole of Synth.mapL is to keep trak of this possibility. The evolution ofondition 2 is heked in line 8 of Algorithm 5.4. At a distane from L[k − 1] and L[k] that is greater than δ (line 14 ofAlgorithm 6 and line 6 and 17 of Algorithm 5). This ourrene of wand any of its prexes do not respet ondition 1 of δ_neighbors and areounted in Synth.ko. Note that if it is a leaf, the ase L[k] > δ oursonly if k = m + 1.5. At a distane from L[k−1] that is greater than δ and overlapping L[k] (line19 of Algorithm 6 and line 18 of Algorithm 5). This ourrene of w doesnot respet ondition 2 of δ_neighbors but it may beome true for smallerprexes of w. The role of Synth.mapR is to keep trak of this possibility.The evolution of ondition 2 is heked in line 19 of Algorithm 5.6. At a distane from L[k − 1] that is greater than δ and at a distane from
L[k] that is less than δ and not overlapping L[k] (line 17, 19 of Algorithm 6and line 20 of Algorithm 5). This ourrene of w fullls all onditionsof δ_neighbors and is ounted in Synth.okR. Prexes of w may no moreverify ondition 1 on maximal distane. Synth.mapR keeps trak of thispossibility and the ondition is heked in line 15 of Algorithm 5.Proof 5 of the orretness of omputation of (2,1)-Maximal Repeats:Let us x a repeat w. We assume that the alphabet Σ is ordered. The array
Synth tabulates a funtion desribing the left ontexts of w:
Synth(w)[a] = {b ∈ Σ, ∃c s.t. abwc is a subword of S}.Let us x a right ontext c. We split up Synth(w)[a] with respet to c:
ContextChild(w, c)[a] = {b ∈ Σ, abwc is a subword of S}.
Cumul(w, c)[a] = {b ∈ Σ, ∃c′ < c s.t. abwc′ is a subword of S}.By denition, w is a (2,1)-Maximal Repeat if there exists a 6= a′, b 6= b′,
c 6= c′ suh that abwc and a′b′wc′ are both subwords of S. In other words, wRR n° 6802
38 Niolas et alis a (2,1)-MR if and only if there exist a, b, c and a′ 6= a, b′ 6= b suh that
b ∈ ContextChild(w, c)[a] and b′ ∈ Cumul(w, c)[a′].In order to hek this property, thanks to the sux tree, we reformulateit as follows: w is a (2,1)-MR if and only if there exist a, b, c and a′ 6= asuh that b ∈ ContextChild(w, c)[a] and either Cumul(w, c)[a′] ontains at leasttwo elementsthen one of them is dierent from b and generates a ontextdisrimant from (ab, c)or it is redued to a single point dierent from b.To build the sets Synth(w)[a], we use the following reursive formulas: for every a, c, we have
Cumul(w, c)[a] = ∪c′<cContextChild(w, c′)[a]; for every a, we have Synth(w)[a] = ∪c∈SigmaContextChild(w, c)[a]; if w orresponds to a leaf of the sux tree, then w is a sux of the sequene
S so that the sets ContextChild(w, c) annot be dened. However, worresponds to a unique position pos in the sequene. If a = S[pos − 2]and b = S[pos − 1], set Context(w)[a] = {b} and Context(w)[a′] = ∅ forall a′ 6= a; if w is not a leaf of the sux tree, it has several hildren in the sux tree.For every hild z , z = wcy, Contextchild(w, c) is set to Synth(z) andwe use relation (2) to ompute Synth(w).This allows to ompute reursively from the leaf to the top of the sux treethe arrays Synth(w) as a synthesized attribute. For eah node, we omputethe set Cumul(w, c) from the denition of its hildren and simultaneously hekthat it is a 2-MR. Memory is further bounded by omputing instead of the set ofontexts its projetion to {⊤,⊥}∪Σ where ⊤ stands for any set with ardinalityat least 2 and ⊥ orresponds to the empty set.Referen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